Kevin Hogan
QB Stanford Rs. Sr.
Height: 6’3” Weight: 218 Arms: 33.5” Hands: 10”
Combine: 40 yd Dash: 4.78 3 Cone: 6.90 Vert: 32.5”

Pros:
-

Thickly built, strong QB, mobile as well
Quick release despite windup
Makes everyone around him better
Winner
Gritty QB who is ultra-tough
Good manipulating the pocket
Keeps eyes down field
Can throw from multiple platforms

Cons:
-

Bit of a windup in throw
Footwork is a bit erratic
Arm strength is average
Base gets too wide
Doesn’t transfer weight on throws
No finesse to his game, chucks the ball
Accuracy issues due to footwork

The flaws in Kevin Hogan’s game are obvious if you know what to look for. He’s got a windup
style delivery that NFL teams hate and his footwork is very poor. Hogan has a tendency to
balance his weight in the middle of his stride instead of having it on his back foot, ready to
transfer forward (proper mechanics). This weight transfer is where real quarterback arm
strength and accuracy comes from. When Hogan keeps his weight balanced that’s called ‘no
man’s land’. Hogan spends way too much time in no man’s land. Despite that, Hogan has
developed into an accurate quarterback. He’s not as accurate as some of his other counterparts,
but his style is to simply get the job done. There’s no finesse to Hogan’s game. He’s a tough,
grinding quarterback who isn’t afraid of anything on the football field. He does a great job
manipulating the pocket and sensing pressure. He’s smart, a leader, and a winner. While he’s
not perfect there are far too few quarterbacks who can excel under pressure and in pressure
situations like Hogan. Hogan is the kind of player you have to believe in if you draft him. Late
round draft pick who might surprise more teams than expected.

